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SOME APPROXIMATION AND ESTIMATE THEOREMS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO THE THEORY-OF PARABOLIC EQUATIONS IN A BANACH SPACE
In Section 1 of this paper we prove some approximation theorems for functions of real variables with values in a real Banach space B. The main result of this seotion is "better" than the appropriate one of paper [8] .
Seotion 2 deals with the first Fourier problem n n (0.1) Lu = ^ x + 2 ^i*»*)"* +o(*» t Jtt-u t • 1 3 i«1 1 = f(x,t), (x,t)eG\r, (0.2) u(x,t) = cf>(x,t) t (x,t) e r, where GCR n+1 e{(x,t): x€R n , t e Ris an open bounded domain, G denotes the closure of G and P is the parabolic boundary of G. Here L is a parabolic operator with real-valued coefficients, whereas and u take values in B. With the aid of the main approximation theorem of Seotion 1 we prove the existence of a unique solution of problem (0.1)» (0.2). This result involves the appropriate ones of papers [7] and [8] ,
In Section 3'we derive some a priori estimate of Bielecki's norm of a solution of problem (0.1), i0.2) in the soalar case (i.e. f, q> and u are real-valued functions). Next we extend -439 -this result to the case of any Banach space. The above-mentioned estimate is more convenient for application than the appropriate one of [1] . k u -f k (x,t,u,uJ u(y,t) 0(x,t;dy)), D t 1 9 where u = (ul ,...,u_ ) with u_ = (ul ,uf ,...) and n (0.6) f u(y,t) e(x.tjdy) « ( J u 1 (y,t) G 1 (x,t;dy),
The existence and uniqueness theorem for the problem (0*3), (0.4) in the case (0*5) involves the appropriate ones of papers [5] , [7] and [8] where cte(0 f 1) is a constant and
By C(DjB) and C* k+oi )(L;B) (k«0,1,2) we denote the Banach spaces of all continuous functions u:D -«-B with finite norms H u 1b,D and INIe^d^» respectively (see Lemina 2.1 of C8J).
-441 - The notation introduced above will be used for real-valued functions as well (obviously the norm||*|| B will then be replaoed by I * I). In this case we shall omit the symbol R, i.e. we shall write
Let us denote ,for any (x,t)e d^. Proof* The first assertion is obvious* In order to prove the seaond one we assume, without loss of generality, that (1.5) holds with j = n, i.e.
(1.7) u(x' ,0,0) = 0, x' = (z^...,!^), Osix^a, i=1,...,n-1.
One can easily prove the existence of an extension u Q of u such that Let us put
We extend u Q from D fe xK to D^x(K uK^) setting u 0 (x',x n ,t) = [l+(bt)" 2 x n ] a u o (x',0,t), x'ec;, (x fl ,t)€K 1 .
-443 - Finally, let us put
We extend u Q from D^xK^ to = D^xK 1 by setting u 0 (x\x n ,t) = -u 0 (x,-x n ,-t), X'G D^, (x fl ,t)6K 4 .
Hence, in view of (1.11) and (1.12), the extended function u Q satisfies conditions (1.3)., (1.4), and The function uI is then transformed into a function u'.. According to Theorem 1.2 there exist functions
such that the sequence (|| 6-iJ|i W 4') is bounded and cl J lim l|6-1m -u'||^l, =0 for any pe{0,<x).
Reversing the variables in (1.34) we get im
Consequently, the sequence J is bounded and (1.37) lim || ë, -u || = 0 for any (3e(0,o0. m -oo J » j
Now we are going to consider the function u in Z^ (j=1...k^), where Z.. is defined in the proof of Theorem 1.3 of [8] . As in that proof, we introduce the function where and v 3 (y,t) = u(y n ,y n +hj(y n ,t),t), (y.tJeQ^, = x it i=1,...,n-1, y n =x n -Ji 3 (x n ,t) Qj = {(y»t):(y n ,t)e Dj, 0«y Q <r}. Henoe, using the properties of the functions and Wj, the boundedness of the sequences (1.36) and (1.38), and the relations (1.37) and (1.39)« we conclude that the assertion of Theorem 1.3 holds true with Theorem 1.3 is, of course, stronger than Theorem 1.3 of [8] . In Sections 2 -4 we retain the meaning of the symbols G, r, S, E Q and E T introduced in Sec.1 of paper [7] .
-453 - Proof. The first part of the proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.5 of [8] . Namely, we introduce the function
where is an extension of Theorem 1.3 implies the existence of functions For any x,x' e E , t < t'< 6 we have | e-at U2(x,t)|< t < / / e a ( r -t J |r(x,t,^r)|e-a i r |kU,r)|d Z dt, 
«3-9)
V 2 " k lka' Reasoning as above, we find that estimates (3.8) and (3.9) hold true for the derivatives Un (i=1,...,n) as well. Consei quently, there holds the estimate (3.10)
IMil^V^IWka. «>1. where a" ^ 1 is some constant and G^ = Go{(x,t): t<6}, 6 e (0,TH being sufficiently small. Let a'">a" be suoh a constant that 2K'(a'")"" r < [7] , one can show that Theorem 3.1 holds true for the problem (3.1) in the space £ provided condition feC (oi) (G) and inequality (3.2) are replaced by f e C^ (G»B) and respectively. Theorem 3.2. Suppose that 1° Sec' 2+a) n q (2-0) afld f e C(G;B) j 2° assumptions (2.VII) and (2.VIII) of [7] are satisfied; This theorem follows in the standard manner from Remark 3.1.
^ We use Definition 2.1, of [8] See Remark 1.1 of [7] . we get a Banach space as well.
The following assumptions will be needed. 
for any F,P't G and (u,p,q ), (a', p' ,q' ) e B^" 2 such that
The set Dt (0<t<T) appearing in (0.5) and (0.6) is defined as Dt = (X|t)€ G\s}. By mfl we denote the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Finally, tM denotes the 6"-field of all Lebesgue measurable subsets of the set D'= U D+. 0$ t^T * As in paper [4] , we introduce the following assumption concerning the measures appearing in (0.5) and (0.6).
(4.XI) The measures 6 (x,t;D), ksi(2|... (depending on (x,t)eG) 9) are defined on aM and satisi^r the following conditions: 1° There is a constant N12>0 such that e k (x,t|D')<N12, (x,t) e G. for any D &M and any points P(x,t), P (x',t')t G.
^ All the measures appearing in this section are assumed to be nonnegative. Note that Theorem 4.2 involves Theorems: 9 of [5] , 4.1 of [7] and 3.1 of [8] .
Now we are going to prove a stronger version of Theorem 4.2. For this purpose we introduce, instead of assumption (4.X), the following weaker one.
(4.XIII) For any b>e there is a constant N^(b)>0 such that ||f k (P,u,p,q) -f k (P',u',p',q' )|| b 4
«H^ibjftdiP.P'fl^+liu-a'.p-p'.q-q' )|£ n+2) } (k=1,2,...)
for any p,p' e G and any (u,p,q), (u' ,p',q') e B^2 satisfying (4.6).
The o r e m 4.3. Let Se c^2 +oi) ^ C^2" 01 and suppose that assumptions (4.1), (4.IX), (4.XI)-(4.XIII) are satisfied. Then the assertion of Theorem 4.1 remains valid in the case (0.5).
-469 -Proof* First of all cote that this theorem does not follows from Theorem 4.1 because the assumption (4.XIII) does not impily assumption (4.IV) for operators B of the form (0.5).
To prove the theorem let us consider for an arbitrarily fixed -tf e (0,T] the problem L k u k = B k u, (x,t)e G^xr. 
So we have the estimate
The further argumentation is similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 4*1 of [7] and is based on the above estimate, Theorems 2*3 and 2.4 of [8] , and on Theorem 2*1. Thus we conclude that in the set 
